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COMBINED GRADE
CLASSROOMS

Current Numbers for TDSB
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Combined Grades is not new to TDSB as the chart below indicates
Reasons: Primary class size; Increase in number of small schools; Increase in
number of dual track schools

What does the Research Show?
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While there are some parents who perceive combined grade
classes as detrimental to their child’s academic success, research
shows ………






Students in combined grade classrooms achieve as well
academically as those in single grade classrooms.
Students appear to benefit from the spirit of co-operation and
mutual help that exists in these settings.
Strategies such as explicit instruction, co-operative learning and
subject integration support improved learning in combined
grade programs.
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Are there Benefits to Combined
Grades?

Students have been shown to:
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do better in the area of socio-emotional
development



develop more positive peer interactions



have greater development of social skills



do more collaborative and independent learning

Studies indicate that students:
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show higher satisfaction with achievements
have more opportunities for student leadership
within a community of learners
display greater feelings of comfort and security,
and a positive self-concept

What do Principals and Teachers consider when
creating Combined Grade Classes?
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How do Principals place students when there
are both combined and straight grade options?
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Achieve a balance of a range of students in both combined
and straight grades as in slide #7
Ensure number of students in each grade in the combined
grade class supports students’ learning – a minimum of 4
students in one of the grades
Consider parental input as part of consultation regarding
placement and promotion of students with Principal making the
final decision in the interest of all students

How do teachers prepare for teaching of
combined grades classes?
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All teachers are able to teach and meet the diversity and a variety of ability
levels in any classroom. It is important that all classes, single grade or combined
grades, be considered a unified community of learners, where the individual
needs and qualities of each student are honoured and nurtured.
Teachers employ a range of instructional strategies to meet students’ learning
needs and to engage students to achieve and succeed.
Teachers work with large groups, small groups, and individual students.
Each year teacher assignments are based on consultation between Principal
and teacher in March. This in turn enables teachers to undertake preparations
for their teaching assignments for the following year.

What are some of the teaching strategies used
in a combined grade class?
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The teacher may use many teaching strategies that:










Provide a learning environment with a range of materials and resources to meet
the needs of students;
Use direct instruction with individuals, small groups or the whole class to develop
necessary skills and concepts;
Establish various groupings of students such as cooperative groups, pairs,
interest groups or ability groups to promote learning among peers;
Develop integrated curriculum approaches which allow separate curriculum areas
to be integrated in a meaningful way; and
Develop student choice and ownership through activities that are tailored to each
grade.

Strategies for Teaching and Learning
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Class/Grade instruction

Small, flexible group
learning

Individual instruction
and support

Strategies for Teaching and Learning
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Students learn collaboratively in pairs
and flexible groupings to construct and
consolidate knowledge

Planning Learning
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Strategies - Language
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In a combined grade 3/4 class,
 All of the students would spend time reading to improve their
comprehension.




The grade 3 students would be learning to restate important
ideas from a text, while the grade 4 students would be
learning to make an outline of a section of reading.
The same students might then do a writing assignment. The
grade 3s would be expected to use joining words to combine
simple sentences, while the grade 4s would be required to use
sentences of different lengths and complexity.

Strategies - Science
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In a grade 1/2 combined grade class, when teaching the
life systems strand of science, the teacher might start by
showing a video about a specific animal.



The grade 1 students would do a follow-up activity to
identify the characteristics and needs of living things,
while the grade 2 students would focus on growth and
change in animals.

Strategies - Mathematics
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In a grade 5/6 combined grade math class the teacher might
review the concept of place value with the whole class. Then
the students would work on the grade-specific expectations.
Grade 5 students would be practicing math problems with
place values up to 100,000 and decimals to hundredths, while
grade 6 students would work on problems with place values
up to 1,000,000 and decimals to thousandths.
Or if working on measurement, the whole class might work on
an activity requiring them to estimate, measure and record
perimeter and area of various items. The grade 6s would have
more complex items than the grade 5s.

Ongoing Professional Learning for Teachers of
Combined Grade Classrooms
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Subject-specific and cross-curricular professional
learning through the Teaching and Learning
Department:
differentiated instruction
 high yield strategies for learning
 assessment and evaluation


Example from Science and Technology TDSBweb
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How are students assessed in a
combined grade class?
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Assessment and evaluation in a combined grade
class focuses on the achievement of grade related
expectations.
Teachers tailor assessments, cluster expectations
and create a continuum of learning of skills to meet
the needs of both grades. Teachers may use
assessment tools such as: rubrics, exemplars,
checklists, and anecdotal comments.

Some ways parents can support their
child:
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In a combined grade, the same as a same-grade class, the more you know about
your child’s education, the more you will be able to help your child learn and
succeed.








Attend Curriculum Night to become familiar with the curriculum for your child’s
grade. You can find the complete Ontario Curriculum on the Ministry of
Education website at www.edu.gov.on.ca or in your school library.
Read information from your child’s teacher and school. Ask your child to tell you
about schoolwork that is brought home. Talk with your child about her school
experience.
Communicate with your child’s teacher about his individual learning needs. If you
have questions, talk to the teacher about the strategies that are being used to
teach the combined grade curriculum.
Connect with the school in other ways such as: Attend parent information nights
and other school events. Attend a school council meeting. Volunteer at the school
if you have the time.
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Questions & Answers
……………. and Thank You

